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You ask: how did I discover this insane and fantastic power? Like Dr Faust, was
it bestowed upon me by the Devil himself, in exchange for the deed to my soul?
Did I, perhaps, acquire it with some strange talismanic object—idol‘s eyepiece or
monkey‘s paw—unearthed in an ancient chest or bequeathed by a dying mariner?
Or, again, did I stumble upon it myself while researching into the obscenities of
the Eleusinian Mysteries and the Black Mass, suddenly perceiving its full horror
and magnitude through clouds of sulphurous smoke and incense?

None of these. In fact, the power revealed itself to me quite accidentally, during
the commonplaces of the everyday round, appearing unobtrusively at my
fingertips like a talent for embroidery. Indeed, its appearance was so unheralded,
so gradual, that at first I failed to recognize it at all.

But again you ask: why should I tell you this, describe the incredible and
hitherto unsuspected sources of my power, freely catalogue the names of my



victims, the date and exact manner of their quietus? Am I so mad as to be
positively eager for justice—arraignment, the black cap, and the hangman leaping
on to my shoulders like Quasimodo, ringing the deathbell from my throat?

No, (consummate irony!) it is the strange nature of my power that I have nothing
to fear from broadcasting its secret to all who will listen. I am the power‘s servant,
and in describing it now I still serve it, carrying it faithfully, as you shall see, to its
final conclusion.

However, to begin.
Rankin, my immediate superior at the Everlasting Insurance company, became

the hapless instrument of the fate which was first to reveal the power to me.
I loathed Rankin. He was bumptious and assertive, innately vulgar, and owed

his position solely to an unpleasant cunning and his persistent refusal to
recommend me to the directorate for promotion. He had consolidated his position
as department manager by marrying a daughter of one of the directors (a dismal
harridan, I may add) and was consequently unassailable. Our relationship was
based on mutual contempt, but whereas I was prepared to accept my role,
confident that my own qualities would ultimately recommend themselves to the
directors, Rankin deliberately took advantage of his seniority, seizing every
opportunity to offend and denigrate me.

He would systematically undermine my authority over the secretarial staff, who
were tacitly under my control, by appointing others at random to the position. He
would give me long-term projects of little significance to work on, so segregating
me from the rest of the office. Above all, he sought to antagonize me by his
personal mannerisms. He would sing, hum, sit uninvited on my desk as he made
small talk with the typists, then call me into his office and keep me waiting
pointlessly at his shoulder as he read silently through an entire file.

Although I controlled myself, my abomination of Rankin grew remorselessly. I
would leave the office seething with anger at his viciousness, sit in the train home
with my newspaper opened but my eyes blinded by rage. My evenings and
weekends would be ruined, wastelands of anger and futile bitterness.

Inevitably, thoughts of revenge grew, particularly as I suspected that Rankin
was passing unfavourable reports of my work to the directors. Satisfactory
revenge, however, was hard to achieve. Finally I decided upon a course I despised,
driven to it by desperation: the anonymous letter—not to the directors, for the
source would have been too easily discovered, but to Rankin and his wife.

My first letters, the familiar indictments of infidelity, I never posted. They
seemed naíve, inadequate, too obviously the handiwork of a paranoiac with a
grudge. I locked them away in a small steel box, later re-drafted them, striking out
the staler crudities and trying to substitute something more subtle, a hint of
perversion and obscenity, that would plunge deeper barbs of suspicion into the
reader‘s mind.

It was while composing the letter to Mrs Rankin, itemizing in an old notebook
the more despicable of her husband‘s qualities, that I discovered the curious relief
afforded by the exercise of composition, by the formal statement, in the minatory
language of the anonymous letter (which is, certainly, a specialized branch of
literature, with its own classical rules and permitted devices) of the viciousness
and depravity of the letter‘s subject and the terrifying nemesis awaiting him. Of



course, this catharsis is familiar to those regularly able to recount unpleasant
experiences to priest, friend or wife, but to me, who lived a solitary, friendless life,
its discovery was especially poignant.

Over the next few days I made a point each evening on my return home of
writing out a short indictment of Rankin‘s iniquities, analysing his motives, and
even anticipating the slights and abuses of the next day. These I would cast in the
form of narrative, allowing myself a fair degree of licence, introducing imaginary
situations and dialogues that served to highlight Rankin‘s atrocious behaviour and
my own stoical forbearance.

The compensation was welcome, for simultaneously Rankin‘s campaign against
me increased. He became openly abusive, criticized my work before junior
members of the staff, even threatened to report me to the directors. One afternoon
he drove me to such a frenzy that I barely restrained myself from assaulting him. I
hurried home, unlocked my writing box and sought relief in my diaries. I wrote
page after page, re-enacting in my narrative the day‘s events, then reaching
forward to our final collision the following morning, culminating in an accident
that intervened to save me from dismissal.

My last lines were: …Shortly after 2 o‘clock the next afternoon, spying from his
usual position on the 7th floor stairway for any employees returning late from
lunch, Rankin suddenly lost his balance, toppled over the rail and fell to his death
in the entrance hall below.

As I wrote this fictitious scene it seemed scant justice, but little did I realize that
a weapon of enormous power had been placed gently between my fingers.

Coming back to the office after lunch the next day I was surprised to find a
small crowd gathered outside the entrance, a police car and ambulance pulled up
by the kerb. As I pushed forward up the steps, several policemen emerged from
the building clearing the way for two orderlies carrying a stretcher across which a
sheet had been drawn, revealing the outlines of a human form. The face was
concealed, and I gathered from conversation around me that someone had died.
Two of the directors appeared, their faces shocked and drawn.

„Who is it?“ I asked one of the office boys who were hanging around
breathlessly.

„Mr Rankin,“ he whispered. He pointed up the stairwell. „He slipped over the
railing on the 7th floor, fell straight down, completely smashed one of those big
tiles outside the lift.“

He gabbled on, but I turned away, numbed and shaken by the sheer physical
violence that hung in the air. The ambulance drove off, the crowd dispersed, the
directors returned, exchanging expressions of grief and astonishment with other
members of the staff, the janitors took away their mops and buckets, leaving
behind them a damp red patch and the shattered tile.

Within an hour I had recovered. Sitting in front of Rankin‘s empty office,
watching the typists hover helplessly around his desk, apparently unconvinced
that their master would never return, my heart began to warm and sing. I became
transformed, a load which had threatened to break me had been removed from my
back, my mind relaxed, the tensions and bitterness dissipated. Rankin had gone,
finally and irrevocably. The era of injustice had ended.



I contributed generously to the memorial fund which made the rounds of the
office; I attended the funeral, gloating inwardly as the coffin was bundled into the
sod, joining fulsomely in the expressions of regret. I readied myself to occupy
Rankin‘s desk, my rightful inheritance.

My surprise a few days later can easily be imagined when Carter, a younger
man of far less experience and generally accepted as my junior, was promoted to
fill Rankin‘s place. At first I was merely baffled, quite unable to grasp the tortuous
logic that could so offend all laws of precedence and merit. I assumed that Rankin
had done his work of denigrating me only too well.

However, I accepted the rebuff, offered Carter my loyalty and assisted his
reorganization of the office.

Superficially these changes were minor. But later I realized that they were far
more calculating than at first seemed, and transferred the bulk of power within
the office to Carter‘s hands, leaving me with the routine work, the files of which
never left the department or passed to the directors. I saw too that over the
previous year Carter had been carefully familiarizing himself with all aspects of my
job and was taking credit for work I had done during Rankin‘s tenure of office.

Finally I challenged Carter openly, but far from being evasive he simply
emphasized my subordinate role. From then on he ignored my attempts at a
rapprochement an� l did all he could to antagonize me.

The final insult came when Jacobson joined the office to fill Carter‘s former
place and was officially designated Carter‘s deputy.

That evening I brought down the steel box in which I kept record of Rankin‘s
persecutions and began to describe all that I was beginning to suffer at the hands
of Carter.

During a pause the last entry in the Rankin diary caught my eye: Rankin
suddenly lost his balance, toppled over the rail and fell to his death in the
entrance hail below.

The words seemed to be alive, they had strangely vibrant overtones. Not only
were they a remarkably accurate forecast of Rankin‘s fate, but they had a
distinctly magnetic and compulsive power that separated them sharply from the
rest of the entries. Somewhere within my mind a voice, vast and sombre, slowly
intoned them.

On a sudden impulse I turned the page, found a clean sheet and wrote: The
next afternoon Carter died in a street accident outside the office.

What childish game was I playing? I was forced to smile at myself, as primitive
and irrational as a Haitian witch doctor transfixing a clay image of his enemy.

*     *     *     *     *

I was sitting in the office the following day when the squeal of tyres in the street
below riveted me to my chair. Traffic stopped abruptly and there was a sudden
hubbub followed by silence. Only Carter‘s office overlooked the street; he had gone
out half an hour earlier so we pressed past his desk and leaned out through the
window.

A car had skidded sharply across the pavement and a group of ten or a dozen
men were lifting it carefully back on to the roadway. It was undamaged but what



appeared to be oil was leaking sluggishly into the gutter. Then we saw the body of
a man outstretched beneath the car, his arms and head twisted awkwardly.

The colour of his suit was oddly familiar.
Two minutes later we knew it was Carter.
That night I destroyed my notebook and all records I had made about Rankin‘s

behaviour. Was it coincidence, or in some way had I willed his death, and in the
same way Carter‘s? Impossible—no conceivable connection could exist between
the diaries and the two deaths, the pencil marks on the sheets of paper were
arbitrary curved lines of graphite, representing ideas which existed only in my
mind.

But the solution to my doubts and speculations was too obvious to be avoided.
I locked the door, turned a fresh page of the notebook and cast round for a

suitable subject. I picked up my evening paper. A young man had just been
reprieved from the death penalty for the murder of an old woman. His face stared
from a photograph coarse, glowering, conscienceless.

I wrote: Frank Taylor died the next day in Pentonville Prison.
The scandal created by Taylor‘s death almost brought about the resignations of

both the Home Secretary and the Prison Commissioners. During the next few days
violent charges were levelled in all directions by the newspapers, and it finally
transpired that Taylor had been brutally beaten to death by his warders. I
carefully read the evidence and findings of the tribunal of enquiry when they were
published, hoping that they might throw some light on the extraordinary and
malevolent agency which linked the statements in my diaries with the inevitable
deaths on the subsequent day.

However, as I feared, they suggested nothing. Meanwhile I sat quietly in my
office, automatically carrying out my work, obeying Jacobson‘s instructions
without comment, my mind elsewhere, trying to grasp the identity and import of
the power bestowed on me.

Still unconvinced, I decided on a final test, in which I would give precisely
detailed instructions, to rule out once and for all any possibility of coincidence.

Conveniently, Jacobson offered himself as my subject.
So, the door locked securely behind me, I wrote with trembling fingers, fearful

lest the pencil wrench itself from me and plunge into my heart.
Jacobson died at 2.43 P.M. the next day after slashing his wrists with a razor

blade in the second cubicle from the left in the men‘s washroom on the third floor.
I sealed the notebook into an envelope, locked it into the box and lay awake

through a sleepless night, the words echoing in my ears, glowing before my eyes
like jewels of Hell.

After Jacobson‘s death—exactly according to my instructions—the staff of the
department were given a week‘s holiday (in part to keep them away from curious
newspapermen, who were beginning to scent a story, and also because the
directors believed that Jacobson had been morbidly influenced by the deaths of
Rankin and Carter). During those seven days I chafed impatiently to return to
work. My whole attitude to the power had undergone a considerable change.
Having to my own satisfaction verified its existence, if not its source, my mind
turned again towards the future. Gaining confidence, I realized that if I had been



bequeathed the power it was my obligation to restrain any fears and make use of
it. I reminded myself that I might be merely the tool of some greater force.

Alternatively, was the diary no more than a mirror which revealed the future,
was I in some fantastic way twentyfour hours ahead of time when I described the
deaths, simply a recorder of events that had already taken place?

These questions exercised my mind ceaselessly.
On my return to work I found that many members of the staff had resigned,

their places being filled only with difficulty, news of the three deaths, particularly
Jacobson‘s suicide, having reached the newspapers. The directors‘ appreciation of
those senior members of the staff who remained with the firm I was able to turn to
good account in consolidating my position. At last I took over command of the
department—but this was no more than my due, and my eyes were now set upon
a directorship.

All too literally, I would step into dead men‘s shoes.
Briefly, my strategy was to precipitate a crisis in the affairs of the firm which

would force the board to appoint new executive directors from the ranks of the
department managers. I therefore waited until a week before the next meeting of
the board, and then wrote out four slips of paper, one for each of the executive
directors. Once a director I should be in a position to propel myself rapidly to the
chairmanship of the board, by appointing my own candidates to vacancies as they
successively appeared. As chairman I should automatically find a seat on the
board of the parent company, there to repeat the process, with whatever variations
necessary. As soon as real power came within my orbit my rise to absolute
national, and ultimately global, supremacy would be swift and irreversible.

If this seems naïvely ambitious, remember that I had as yet failed to appreciate
the real dimensions and purpose of the power, and still thought in the categories
of my own narrow world and background.

A week later, as the sentences on the four directors simultaneously expired, I
sat calmly in my office, reflecting upon the brevity of human life, waiting for the
inevitable summons to the board. Understandably, the news of their deaths, in a
succession of car accidents, brought general consternation upon the office, of
which I was able to take advantage by retaining the only cool head.

To my amazement the next day I, with the rest of the staff, received a month‘s
pay in lieu of notice. Completely flabbergasted—at first I feared that I had been
discovered—I protested volubly to the chairman, but was assured that although
everything I had done was deeply appreciated, the firm was nonetheless no longer
able to support itself as a viable unit and was going into enforced liquidation.

A farce indeed! So a grotesque justice had been done. As I left the office for the
last time that morning I realized that in future I must use my power ruthlessly.
Hesitation, the exercise of scruple, the calculation of niceties these merely made
me all the more vulnerable to the inconstancies and barbarities of fate. Henceforth
I would be brutal, merciless, bold. Also, I must not delay. The power might wane,
leave me defenceless, even less fortunately placed than before it revealed itself.

My first task was to establish the power‘s limits. During the next week I carried
out a series of experiments to assess its capacity, working my way progressively
up the scale of assassination.



It happened that my lodgings were positioned some two or three hundred feet
below one of the principal airlanes into the city. For years I had suffered the nerve-
shattering roar of airliners flying in overhead at two-minute intervals, shaking the
walls and ceiling, destroying thought. I took down my notebooks. Here was a
convenient opportunity to couple research with redress.

You wonder did I feel no qualms of conscience for the 75 victims who hurtled to
their deaths across the evening sky twentyfour hours later, no sympathy for their
relatives, no doubts as to the wisdom of wielding my power indiscriminately?

I answer: No! Far from being indiscriminate I was carrying out an experiment
vital to the furtherance of my power.

I decided on a bolder course. I had been born in Stretchford, a mean industrial
slum that had done its best to cripple my spirit and body. At last it could justify
itself by testing the efficacy of the power over a wide area.

In my notebook I wrote the short flat statement: Every inhabitant of Stretchford
died at noon the next day.

Early the following morning I went out and bought a radio, sat by it patiently all
day, waiting for the inevitable interruption of the afternoon programmes by the
first horrified reports of the vast Midland holocaust.

Nothing, however, was reported! I was astonished, the orientations of my mind
disrupted, its very sanity threatened. Had my power dissipated itself, vanishing as
quickly and unexpectedly as it had appeared?

Or were the authorities deliberately suppressing all mention of the cataclysm,
fearful of national hysteria?

I immediately took the train to Stretchford.
At the station I tactfully made inquiries, was assured that the city was firmly in

existence. Were my informants, though, part of the government‘s conspiracy of
silence, was it aware that a monstrous agency was at work, and was somehow
hoping to trap it?

But the city was inviolate, its streets filled with traffic, the smoke of countless
factories drifting across the blackened rooftops.

I returned late that evening, only to find my landlady importuning me for my
rent. I managed to postpone her demands for a day, promptly unlocked my diary
and passed sentence upon her, praying that the power had not entirely deserted
me.

The sweet relief I experienced the next morning when she was discovered at the
foot of the basement staircase, claimed by a sudden stroke, can well be imagined.

So my power still existed!
During the succeeding weeks its principal features disclosed themselves. First, I

discovered that it operated only within the bounds of feasibility. Theoretically the
simultaneous deaths of the entire population of Stretchford might have been
effected by the coincident explosions of several hydrogen bombs, but as this event
was itself apparently impossible (hollow, indeed, are the boastings of our militarist
leaders) the command was never carried out.

Secondly, the power entirely confined itself to the passage of the sentence of
death. I attempted to control or forecast the motions of the stock market, the
results of horse races, the behaviour of my employers at my new job—all to no
avail.



As for the sources of the power, these never revealed themselves. I could only
conclude that I was merely the agent, the willing clerk, of some macabre nemesis
struck like an arc between the point of my pencil and the vellum of my diaries.

Sometimes it seemed to me that the brief entries I made were cross sections
through the narrative of some vast book of the dead existing in another dimension,
and that as I made them my handwriting overlapped that of a greater scribe‘s
along the narrow pencilled line where our respective planes of time crossed each
other, instantly drawing from the eternal banks of death a final statement of
account on to some victim within the tangible world around me.

The diaries I kept securely sealed within a large steel safe and all entries were
made with the utmost care and secrecy, to prevent any suspicion linking me with
the mounting catalogue of deaths and disasters. The majority of these were
effected solely for purposes of experiment and brought me little or no personal
gain.

It was therefore all the more surprising when I discovered that the police had
begun to keep me under sporadic observation.

I first noticed this when I saw my landlady‘s successor in surreptitious
conversation with the local constable, pointing up the stairs to my room and
making head-tapping motions, presumably to indicate my telepathic and
mesmeric talents. Later, a man whom I can now identify as a plainclothes
detective stopped me in the street on some flimsy pretext and started a wandering
conversation about the weather, obviously designed to elicit information.

No charges were ever laid against me, but subsequently my employers also
began to watch me in a curious manner. I therefore assumed that the possession
of the power had invested me with a distinct and visible aura, and it was this that
stimulated curiosity.

As this aura became detectable by greater and greater numbers of people—it
would be noticed in bus queues and cafés—and the first oblique, and for some
puzzling reason, amused references to it were made openly by members of the
public, I knew that the power‘s period of utility was ending. No longer would I be
able to exercise it without fear of detection. I should have to destroy the diary, sell
the safe which so long had held its secret, probably even refrain from ever thinking
about the power lest this alone generate the aura.

To be forced to lose the power, when I was only on the threshold of its potential,
seemed a cruel turn of fate. For reasons which still remained closed to me, I had
managed to penetrate behind the veil of commonplaces and familiarity which
masks the inner world of the timeless and the preternatural. Must the power, and
the vision it revealed, be lost forever?

This question ran through my mind as I looked for the last time through my
diary. It was almost full now, and I reflected that it formed one of the most
extraordinary texts, if unpublished, in the history of literature. Here, indeed, was
established the primacy of the pen over the sword!

Savouring this thought, I suddenly had an inspiration of remarkable force and
brilliance. I had stumbled upon an ingenious but simple method of preserving the
power in its most impersonal and lethal form without having to wield it myself and
itemize my victims‘ names.



This was my scheme: I would write and have published an apparently fictional
story in conventional narrative in which I would describe, with complete
frankness, my discovery of the power and its subsequent history. I would detail
precisely the names of my victims, the mode of their deaths, the growth of my
diary and the succession of experiments I carried out. I would be scrupulously
honest, holding nothing back whatsoever. In conclusion I would tell of my decision
to abandon the power and publish a full and dispassionate account of all that had
happened.

Accordingly, after a considerable labour, the story was written and published in
a magazine of wide circulation.

You show surprise? I agree; as such I should merely have been signing my own
death warrant in indelible ink and delivering myself straight to the gallows.
However, I omitted a single feature of the story: its denouement, or surprise
ending, the twist in its tail. Like all respectable stories, this one too had its twist,
indeed one so violent as to throw the earth itself out of its orbit. This was precisely
what it was designed to do.

For the twist in this story was that it contained my last command to the power,
my final sentence of death.

Upon whom? Who else, but upon the story‘s reader!
Ingenious, certainly, you willingly admit. As long as issues of the magazine

remain in circulation (and their proximity to victims of this extraordinary plague
guarantees that) the power will continue its task of annihilation. Its author alone
will remain unmolested, for no court will hear evidence at second hand, and who
will live to give it at first hand?

But where, you ask, was the story published, fearful that you may inadvertently
buy the magazine and read it.

I answer: Here! It is the story that lies before you now. Savour it well, its finish
is your own. As you read these last few lines you will be overwhelmed by horror
and revulsion, then by fear and panic. Your heart seizes, its pulse falling… your
mind clouds… your life ebbs… you are sinking, within a few seconds you will join
eternity.., three… two… one Now!

Zero.


